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it is the twenty third century on the planet vulcan a crisis of unprecedented
proportion has caused the convocation of the planet s ruling council and summoned
the u s s enterprise from halfway across the galaxy to bring vulcan s most famous
son home in its hour of need as commander spock his father sarek and captain james t
kirk struggle to preserve vulcan s future the planet s innermost secrets are laid
before us from its beginnings millions of years ago to its savage prehistory from
merciless tribal warfare to medieval court intrigue from the exploration of space to
the the development of o thia the ruling ethic of logic and spock torn between his
duty to starfleet and the unbreakable ties that bind him to vulcan must find a way
to reconcile both his own inner conflict and the external dilemma his planet faces
lest the federation itself be ripped asunder diane duane author of three previous
bestselling star trek novels and an episode of the new star trek next generation
television series as well as countless other bestselling science fiction and fantasy
novels has crafted a tale of unprecedented scope and imagination at once a
generations spanning historical novel and a thrilling science fiction adventure
contains so you want to be a wizard deep wizardry high wizardry a mysterious library
book opens the door to a world of magic and danger in the first book in the beloved
young wizards series bullied by her classmates nita callahan is miserable at school
so when she finds a mysterious book in the library that promises her the chance to
become a wizard she jumps at the opportunity to escape her unhappy reality but
taking the wizard s oath is no easy thing and nita soon finds herself paired with
fellow wizard in training kit rodriguez on a dangerous mission the only way to
become a full wizard is to face the lone power the being that created death and is
the mortal enemy of all wizards as nita and kit battle their way through a deadly
alternate version of new york controlled by the lone power they must rely on each
other and their newfound wizarding skills to survive and save the world from the
lone one s grasp when the renowned saurian species archivist to the powers that be
summons young wizard kit rodriguez to participate in an urgent off planet
intervention intended to save many millions of lives kit s hardly going to say no he
soon discovers that not only he but his wizardly partner nita callahan and her
sister dairine his friend ronan nolan and thousands of other wizards from earth have
been drafted in to intervene on the distant world called tevaral the planet s single
huge moon thesba will soon break up raining its remnants down onto the surface of
tevaral and completely destroying it the wizards mission to extract tevaral s
hominid population and raft them off planet to new homeworlds before the apocalyptic
disaster begins there s only one problem millions of the people of tevaral don t
want to go kit nita and thousands of their fellow earth wizards must now race
against time to find a way to save the tevaralti despite their near symbiotic
relationship with their beloved world and its unique life forms as doomsday
inexorably draws nearer hope is fading fast and it seems like it s going to take a
miracle to keep many millions of the people of tevaral from being wiped out true
wizardry is all about miracles but will one turn up in time young wizards lifeboats
is a 90 000 word canonical work in the young wizards universe and falls between yw
book 9 a wizard of mars and the forthcoming book 10 games wizards play in an
alternate world los angeles prosecutor psychic lee enfield and her partner gelert
investigate the murder of an elf they soon reveal a deadly network of ties among
organized crime multinational corporations and planetary governments of the seven
worlds all working together on the ethnic cleansing of elves from the alternate
world of alfheim original from the entropy effect to the q continuum pocket books
has published hundreds of pulse pounding thought provoking star trek novels in the
twenty years since pocket books us became the official star trek publisher to date
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there have been 87 original series novels featuring captain kirk mr spock and their
crew 50 next generation novels featuring the captain picard and the crew of the
enterprise d and e 26 set on captain sisko s space station deep space nine and 18
following the adventures of star trek s newest crew on the uss voyager plus there ve
been numerous unnumbered series novels five multi volume crossover series and
several movie tie ins from this abundance of riches editor mary taylor has compiled
the ultimate anthology of gripping writing and memorable moments guaranteed to
delight all star trek fans a ruined city rebuilds in the ninth entry of this shared
world fantasy series hakiem storyteller and adviser surveys the city of sanctuary
from a palace window and is heartbroken by what he sees the city of outlaws and
adventurers now lies in shambles ravaged by war plague riots and magical destruction
and many citizens are dead or wounded hakiem is not the only one thinking of leaving
now without gods or magic the people of sanctuary face the task of rebuilding their
homes and their lives it will be their toughest struggle for survival yet featuring
stories from some of fantasy s best authors including robert lynn asprin diana l
paxson janet and chris morris robin w bailey c j cherryh diane duane lynn abbey and
andrew and jodie offutt from diane duane the best selling creator of the young
wizards books and sherlock the hugo award nominated artist comes this hilarious
graphic novel of fairy tales gone wrong now in a larger edition once upon a time
there lived a prince but not your ordinary prince with some run of the mill royal
destiny when ivan s three sisters are married off to enchanted princes and he goes
off in search of his own true love he finds himself matched up with the sorceress
and warrior maiden marya morevna fairest princess in all the russias shortly the two
of them are navigating the emotional white water of one of the world s more
traumatic fairy tales but not without help not without high hopes of a happy ending
and not without a lot of funny stuff along the way prepare yourself to make the
acquaintance of the little humbacked horse who just can t get enough junk food the
raven prince who knows the ins and outs of the world s strangest military equipment
catalog the terrible secret in the cellar of marya morevna s palace a whole heap of
the most opinionated talking animals you ll ever meet all ending up in the world s
biggest fairy tale smackdown captain kirk and the enterprise must defend the
colonists of belle terre from aliens using biochemical warfare with the sudden
complete destruction of the uss excalibur starfleet has lost one of its finest
starships but the crew of the excalibur have lost much more their captain and their
home now as they mourn their ship and captain mackenzie calhoun first officer
elizabeth shelby and the remaining crewmen of the excalibur wait to hear what new
assignments and adventures will take them far apart from one another for lieutenant
soleta this means a painful reunion with her romulan father while zak kebron and
mark mchenry are sent undercover to investigate a series of mysterious alien
abductions on a low tech world going their separate ways throughout the alpha
quadrant the excalibur s survivors must face their diverse challenges and dangers on
their own the ship may be history but the adventure continues this adventure reveals
the crew members of the starship enterprise in mortal combat against the most savage
enemy they have ever encountered themselves set in the 24th century a mirror image
of the world is populated by nightmare duplicates of the celebrated crew an
electrifying thriller from bestselling author diane duane set in the star trek the
original series universe the sword was the ultimate symbol of romulan power
tradition and pride it lay in the senate chamber of the romulan star empire revered
and untouched for centuries until the day dr leonard mccoy was tried for treason and
both were stolen during a daring attack on romulus itself now to avenge that insult
and save face in the eyes of their deadly enemies the empire must recover the sword
at any cost their envoys to the federation demand the return of the sword and the
extradition of the romulan renegades who aided the starship enterprise in mccoy s
escape if diplomacy fails the romulans will trap the klingons and the federation in
open war in such dangerous times the starship enterprise is assigned the most
valuable and volatile element of all the fugitive ael her stolen bird of prey
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bloodwing and the sword they carry ael will undoubtedly attempt to use ship and
sword to foil her enemies and play her hand in the dangerous game that she s begun
but she will do it all under the watchful eyes of james t kirk the federation
starship captain who knows her dangerously well ael t rlailiiu is a noble and
dangerous romulan commander but when the romulans kidnap vulcans to genetically
harness their mind power ael decides on treason captain kirk her old enemy joins her
in a secret pact to destroy the research laboratory and free the captive vulcans
when the romulans discover their plan the neutral zone seethes with schemes and
counter schemes sabotage and war in an alternate world los angeles prosecutor
psychic lee enfield and her partner gelert investigate the murder of an elf they
soon reveal a deadly network of ties among organized crime multinational
corporations and planetary governments of the seven worlds all working together on
the ethnic cleansing of elves from the alternate world of alfheim rediscover the
classic spider man venom trilogy by diane duane now as a brand new omnibus
collecting all three novels this triple threat gives spider man the fight of his
life collecting all three of diane duane s fan favorite spider man novels in a brand
new omnibus featuring the venom factor the lizard sanction and the octopus agenda
venom is out of control seemingly murdering one of the innocents he swore to protect
has venom lost his mind or is there another suspect the lizard is rampaging through
the everglades in search of a cure while spider man tries to stop him causing any
more destruction venom appears hell bent on killing the lizard what do these two
have in common and does it have something to do with the mysterious group of
mercenaries in the area doctor octopus is stockpiling nuclear bombs and has
masterminded a plan to rain havoc down across the globe spider man and venom must
put aside their differences and team up to defeat doc ock before he devastates the
planet dwellers in the crucible warrantors of peace the federation s daring
experiment to prevent war among its members each warrantor man or woman is hostage
for the government of his native world and is instantly killed if that world breaks
the peace now romulans have kidnapped six warrantors to foment political chaos and
then civil war within the federation captain kirk must send sulu to infiltrate
romulan territory find the hostages and bring them back alive before the federation
self destructs time for yesterday time in the galaxy has stopped running its normal
course that can only mean one thing the guardian of forever is malfunctioning to
save the universe starfleet command reunites three of its most legendary figures
admiral james t kirk spock of vulcan and dr leonard mccoy and sends them on a
desperate mission to contact the guardian a journey that ultimately takes them 5 000
years into the past they must find spock s son zar once again and bring him back to
their time to telepathically communicate the guardian but zar is enmeshed in
troubles of his own and soon kirk spock and mccoy find themselves in a desperate
struggle to save both their world and his the devil s heart a legendary object of
unsurpassed power and mystery worlds that believe in magic consider it darkness s
mightiest talisman worlds of science consider it a lost artifact of some ancient and
forgotten race some say the heart enables its possessor to control people s minds
and to amass wealth enough for a dozen lifetimes while others thing it capable of
raising the dead perhaps even changing the flow of time itself but to all the
location of this fabled object has remained a mystery until now an isolated
archaeological outpost has suddenly stopped responding to repeated requests for
information sent to discover why the u s s enterprise crew finds a devastated
outpost and a dying scientist whose last worlds fall on disbelieving ears the devil
s heart has been found now as the quest for the heart unfolds captain jean luc
picard discovers the awful truth behind all the legends and age old secrets whoever
holds the devil s heart possesses power beyond imagining massive computer
malfunctions are plaguing the enterprise when kirk suddenly receives a shocking
message from star fleet command centaurus has been bombed and annihilated thousands
are dead give whatever help you can centaurus is a beautiful peaceful planet home to
many humans including mccoy s daughter joanna the crew risks beaming down to
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investigate but kirk is thrown into a deadly struggle between violent enemy
terrorists and vengeful centaurians now lt uhura left alone in command must
jeopardize the cripple enterprise to save centaurus kirk and joanna mccoy mutiny on
the enterprise the ship is crippled in orbit around a dangerous living breathing
planet and a desperate peace mission to the orion arm is stalled kirk has never
needed his crew more but a lithe alien women is casting a spell of pacifism and now
mutiny over the crew suddenly captain kirk s journey for peace has turned into
terrifying war to retake command of his ship an unique and intense tale following
elim garak as he attempts to stitch the ravaged society of cardassia back together
for nearly a decade garak has longed for just one thing to go home exiled on a space
station surrounded by aliens who loathe and distrust him going back to cardassia has
been garak s one dream now finally he is home but home is a world whose landscape is
filled with death and destruction desperation and dust are constant companions and
luxury is a glass of clean water and a warm place to sleep ironically it is a letter
from one of the aliens on that space station dr julian bashir that inspires garak to
look at the fabric of his life elim garak has been a student a gardener a spy an
exile a tailor even a liberator it is a life that was charted by the forces of
cardassian society with very little understanding of the person and even less
compassion but it is the tailor that understands who elim garak was and what he
could be it is the tailor who sees the ruined fabric of cardassia and who knows how
to bring this ravaged society back together this is strange because a tailor is the
one thing garak never wanted to be but it is the tailor whom both cardassia and elim
garak need it is the tailor who can put the pieces together who can take a stitch in
time corona an awesome sentinent force of protostars corona has taken control of a
stranded team of vulcan scientists the u s s enterprise has come on a rescue mission
with a female reporter and a new computer that can override kirk s command suddenly
the rescuers must save themselves and the entire universe before corona unleashes a
big bang eighty years ago bodiless entities brought a plague of violence and
bloodshed to the planet vulcan the nightmare ended only when the entities were
trapped inside special containers now on the eve of a galaxy scale scientific
exposition the containers have been opened freeing the malevolent entities to
possess the minds and bodies of all they encounter including the crew of the
starship enterprise friends turn into foes and no one can be trusted as captain
picard faces a deadly and insidious threat unless the entities can be stopped once
more they will spread their madness throughout the entire federation continuing the
mission he began in unification starfleet ambassador spock endeavors to impart the
logic of the vulcan way to a small band of romulans eager to unite the romulan
empire and the planet vulcan but unbeknownst to them a romulan spy has joined the
ranks disguised as a unification sympathizer deceived by this traitor spock and his
students are taken hostage fearful that spock s knowledge of federation security
will fall into enemy hands starfleet dispatches its best ship the u s s
enterprisetm1701 d and most respected captain jean luc picard to secure the hostages
release spock s former shipmate from the original starship enterprisetm ambassador
mccoy over one hundred forty years old but still as feisty as ever is brought in to
consult on the negotiations their situation is further complicated when captain
montgomery scott confiscates an out of service starship and effects his own daring
rescue of spock picard must now find a way to preserve the federation s security and
prevent a war while treading a mindfield of danger and deadly romulan politics that
threaten his ship his crew and the federation he serves the klingons are hungry for
war their target the enterprise when captain kirk and his crew are ordered to alnath
11 to challenge the deadliest klingon starship terror they re ready for anything or
so they think but the defenseless vulcan crew of a federation science ship has been
wiped out the remaining members of the alnath ii mission have discovered a fabulous
ancient city but their report doesn t make sense the klingon battle cruiser has the
enterprise in its sights and is ready to destroy it but captain kirk can t seem to
make decisions spock has started to throw temper tantrums and chekov has disobeyed
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vital orders the crew of the enterprise are losing their minds one by one all
victims of the klingon gambit celebrate the 40th anniversary of star trek the motion
picture with this classic movie novelization written by legendary star trek creator
gene roddenberry the original five year mission of the starship enterprise to
explore strange new worlds and to seek out new life and new civilizations has ended
now james t kirk spock dr mccoy and the rest of the crew of the enterprise have
separated to follow their own career paths and different lives but now an
overwhelming alien threat one that is ignoring all attempts at communication and
annihilating all opposition in its path is on a collision course with earth the very
heart of the united federation of planets and the only vessel that starfleet can
send in time to intercept this menace is a refitted enterprise with her old crew
heeding the call to once again boldly go where no one has gone before a class one
medical emergency summons the enterprise to the federation outpost tanis there a
grisly surprise awaits them two of the lab s three researchers are decade their
bodies almost entirely drained of blood there are no clues no records of their
research no remnants of their work there is only the oupost s sole survivor dr
jeffrey adams a man with a secret that will rock the very foundtions of star fleet
and a terrible all consuming hunger that will bring death to the crew of the
starship enterprise while exploring an unknown region of space the u s s enterprise
encounters a strange nebular dust upon further investigation they discover a planet
called krantin on which the plant and animal life as well as the civilization are
dying a series of explosions and a ship that simply disappears into thin air lead
the crew to believe another group is causing the devastation of the planet the
leader of the planet s society however is wary of trusting the starship enterprise
crewmembers and has the away team arrested with time running out data must find a
way to save his crewmates or watch as two worlds are destroyed return to the edge of
the final frontier in the aftermath of a war that brought the alpha quadrant to the
brink of destruction starbase deep space 9 the galaxy s nexus of scientific and
military intrigue is once more the flashpoint of impending armageddon as a surprise
attack cripples the station killing hundreds and threatening the fragile new peace
colonel kira nerys and the survivors together with several controversial new
officers are all who stand against the outbreak of a new war and a terrible doom
tied to the unborn child of captain benjamin sisko elsewhere captain jean luc picard
and the crew of the starship enterprise make a startling discovery one that will
affect the destiny of an entire civilization and forever change the lives of those
aboard deep space 9 a bold new beginning for one of the most compelling star trek
sagas of all captain picard must decide whether to sacrifice a world in order to
save the galaxy after the death of captain james t kirk the crew must find a way to
go on without their long time leader captain spock still stung by the loss of his
friend is forced to action when an enemy from his past resurfaces with a plan that
may destroy a world to save a planet spock must contemplate the most difficult
choice of his life and make the toughest decision of his starfleet career when
captain sulu and his crew are kidnapped it s up to captain kirk to rescue them in
this star trek adventure set during the original series era captain sulu of the u s
s excelsior and his crew are kidnapped when federation conducted negotiations come
to a standstill captain james kirk and the former officers of the u s s enterprise
reunite to rescue their old comrade the officers learn carrying out their mission
could prove difficult when they encounter the kidnappers a greedy little known race
called the thraxians who believe their way is the only way now the thraxians are
demanding super powerful weapons in exchange for the hostages with no other
alternatives kirk is forced to consider giving in to the thraxians to save the
excelsior crew a decision that could save a few but endanger the lives of an entire
star system the hidran race and the klingon empire have been at each other s throats
for seventy years and captain jean luc picard has been asked to do the near
impossible take the u s s enterprise to the planet velex to mediate a treaty that
will end the conflict between these two aggressive species things get off to a rocky
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start then turn deadly as the hidran ambassador mysteriously dies and kills a
klingon delegate as a last act of vengence when lt worf is charged with the
ambassador s assassinaton and commander riker and counselor troi are trapped far
below the surface of the planet captain picard must not only act to save the
hidranas and klingons from each other but to save his klingon officer from a hideous
death sentence a message left behind by the kai opaka gives commander benjamin sisko
a fateful mission find a young bajoran girl destined to be a great healer who could
bring together the warring factions of bajor while lt dax tries to find the healer
dr bashir goes planetside to treat a rare disease that is killing the children in
bajor s resettlement camps surrounded by thousands of dying children bashir goes a w
o l from deep space nine tm vowing not to return until the plague has been stopped
but by the time dax finds the girl from the kai s prophecy the child has fallen
victim to the plague now with the fate of the entire planet at stake commander sisko
must find dr bashir in time to save the child who may be bajor s last chance for
peace the borg half organic being and half machine they are the most feared race in
the known galaxy in their relentless quest for technological perfection they have
destroyed entire star systems enslaved countless peoples and in a single brutal
attack decimated starfleet s mightiest vesels only a final desperate gambit by
captain picard and the u s s enterprise crew stopped the borg from conquering the
entire federation and now they have returned vendetta in the bestselling tradition
of metamorphosis and the lost years here is the newest star trek giant novel a story
of vengeance and obsession answering a distress call from a planet under attack by
the borg the u s s enterprise crew meets delcara the lone survivor of an alien race
the borg obliterated blinded by hatred delcara seeks the ultimate revenge the
complete destruction of her race s executioners but the u s s enterprise crew learns
that delcara s vengeance carries a terrible price for once unleashed the destructive
force she commands will annihilate not only the borg but countess innocents as well
to save the dying gemworld and free the enterprise from the lethal grip of the
singularity which has trapped it there picard and his crew must disable the
artifical shell which holds the planet s atmostphere intact but to safeguard the
shell since the planet could not survive without it it cannot be shut down without
six clearance keys one key is in the possession of each of the planet s distinct and
often reclusive species and travel on the crumbling disintegrating surface is nearly
impossible a religious sect views the shell as a holy object and will stop picard
from tampering with it at any cost and when all the keys are gathered and a
mysterious murder is solved the responsible party is discovered to be the planet
itelf at last the long awaited novel featuring both famous crews of the starship
enterprisein an epic adventure that spans time and space captain kirk and the crew
of the u s s enterprisencc 1701 are faced with their most challenging mission yet
rescuing renowned scientist zefram cochrane from captors who want to use his skills
to conquer the galaxy meanwhile ninety nine years in the future on the u s s
enterprisencc 1701 d picard must rescue an important and mysterious person whose
safety is vital to the survival of the federation as the two crews struggle to
fulfill their missions destiny draws them closer together until past and future
merge and the fate of each of the two legendary starships rests in the hands of the
other vessel the klingon empire remains the federation s most fearsome and uneasy
ally but can any human fully understand the heart and soul of a true klingon warrior
during crucial negotiations on deep space nine gowron leader of the klingon high
council tests human understanding of the klingon way by sharing the powerful story
of one warrior s quest for honor pok is a young klingon caught up in the dangerous
complexities of clan politics when his father is murdered in his own home on the day
of pok s rite of ascension pok must find the assassin and close the circle of
vengeance but as he searches for the truth amidst strange aliens and treacherous
friends pok discovers that every day can be a good day to die and that only his own
warrior s training stands between him and the business end of d k tahgknife deep
space ninetmis forced to curtail entry to the wormhole due to increased graviton
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emissions and an air of biting tension settles over the station this anxiety leads
to the murder of an edeman religious leader commander benjamin sisko and security
chief odo realize they face a larger problem soon sisko and odo have more lifeless
bodies on their hands and a killer who strikes without motive then both the edemans
and cardassians arrive threatening to destroy the station unless the murderer is
given to them for retribution in order to save deep space nineand stop the killing
odo must try to destroy a powerful assassin who is the only link to his mysterious
past nita s little sister dairine signs her up for a wizardly cultural exchange
program sending nita and her partner kit halfway across the galaxy but nothing about
wizardry not even vacation is simple enough



Spock's World
2001-06-07

it is the twenty third century on the planet vulcan a crisis of unprecedented
proportion has caused the convocation of the planet s ruling council and summoned
the u s s enterprise from halfway across the galaxy to bring vulcan s most famous
son home in its hour of need as commander spock his father sarek and captain james t
kirk struggle to preserve vulcan s future the planet s innermost secrets are laid
before us from its beginnings millions of years ago to its savage prehistory from
merciless tribal warfare to medieval court intrigue from the exploration of space to
the the development of o thia the ruling ethic of logic and spock torn between his
duty to starfleet and the unbreakable ties that bind him to vulcan must find a way
to reconcile both his own inner conflict and the external dilemma his planet faces
lest the federation itself be ripped asunder diane duane author of three previous
bestselling star trek novels and an episode of the new star trek next generation
television series as well as countless other bestselling science fiction and fantasy
novels has crafted a tale of unprecedented scope and imagination at once a
generations spanning historical novel and a thrilling science fiction adventure

Diane Duane
2002-10-01

contains so you want to be a wizard deep wizardry high wizardry

So You Want to Be a Wizard
2003-10-01

a mysterious library book opens the door to a world of magic and danger in the first
book in the beloved young wizards series bullied by her classmates nita callahan is
miserable at school so when she finds a mysterious book in the library that promises
her the chance to become a wizard she jumps at the opportunity to escape her unhappy
reality but taking the wizard s oath is no easy thing and nita soon finds herself
paired with fellow wizard in training kit rodriguez on a dangerous mission the only
way to become a full wizard is to face the lone power the being that created death
and is the mortal enemy of all wizards as nita and kit battle their way through a
deadly alternate version of new york controlled by the lone power they must rely on
each other and their newfound wizarding skills to survive and save the world from
the lone one s grasp

Young Wizards: Lifeboats
2015-10-07

when the renowned saurian species archivist to the powers that be summons young
wizard kit rodriguez to participate in an urgent off planet intervention intended to
save many millions of lives kit s hardly going to say no he soon discovers that not
only he but his wizardly partner nita callahan and her sister dairine his friend
ronan nolan and thousands of other wizards from earth have been drafted in to
intervene on the distant world called tevaral the planet s single huge moon thesba
will soon break up raining its remnants down onto the surface of tevaral and
completely destroying it the wizards mission to extract tevaral s hominid population
and raft them off planet to new homeworlds before the apocalyptic disaster begins
there s only one problem millions of the people of tevaral don t want to go kit nita



and thousands of their fellow earth wizards must now race against time to find a way
to save the tevaralti despite their near symbiotic relationship with their beloved
world and its unique life forms as doomsday inexorably draws nearer hope is fading
fast and it seems like it s going to take a miracle to keep many millions of the
people of tevaral from being wiped out true wizardry is all about miracles but will
one turn up in time young wizards lifeboats is a 90 000 word canonical work in the
young wizards universe and falls between yw book 9 a wizard of mars and the
forthcoming book 10 games wizards play

Stealing the Elf-King's Roses
2002-11-01

in an alternate world los angeles prosecutor psychic lee enfield and her partner
gelert investigate the murder of an elf they soon reveal a deadly network of ties
among organized crime multinational corporations and planetary governments of the
seven worlds all working together on the ethnic cleansing of elves from the
alternate world of alfheim original

Adventures In Time And Space
2012-10-23

from the entropy effect to the q continuum pocket books has published hundreds of
pulse pounding thought provoking star trek novels in the twenty years since pocket
books us became the official star trek publisher to date there have been 87 original
series novels featuring captain kirk mr spock and their crew 50 next generation
novels featuring the captain picard and the crew of the enterprise d and e 26 set on
captain sisko s space station deep space nine and 18 following the adventures of
star trek s newest crew on the uss voyager plus there ve been numerous unnumbered
series novels five multi volume crossover series and several movie tie ins from this
abundance of riches editor mary taylor has compiled the ultimate anthology of
gripping writing and memorable moments guaranteed to delight all star trek fans

Blood Ties
2022-07-12

a ruined city rebuilds in the ninth entry of this shared world fantasy series hakiem
storyteller and adviser surveys the city of sanctuary from a palace window and is
heartbroken by what he sees the city of outlaws and adventurers now lies in shambles
ravaged by war plague riots and magical destruction and many citizens are dead or
wounded hakiem is not the only one thinking of leaving now without gods or magic the
people of sanctuary face the task of rebuilding their homes and their lives it will
be their toughest struggle for survival yet featuring stories from some of fantasy s
best authors including robert lynn asprin diana l paxson janet and chris morris
robin w bailey c j cherryh diane duane lynn abbey and andrew and jodie offutt

The Misadventures of Prince Ivan
2012-11-16

from diane duane the best selling creator of the young wizards books and sherlock
the hugo award nominated artist comes this hilarious graphic novel of fairy tales
gone wrong now in a larger edition once upon a time there lived a prince but not
your ordinary prince with some run of the mill royal destiny when ivan s three



sisters are married off to enchanted princes and he goes off in search of his own
true love he finds himself matched up with the sorceress and warrior maiden marya
morevna fairest princess in all the russias shortly the two of them are navigating
the emotional white water of one of the world s more traumatic fairy tales but not
without help not without high hopes of a happy ending and not without a lot of funny
stuff along the way prepare yourself to make the acquaintance of the little
humbacked horse who just can t get enough junk food the raven prince who knows the
ins and outs of the world s strangest military equipment catalog the terrible secret
in the cellar of marya morevna s palace a whole heap of the most opinionated talking
animals you ll ever meet all ending up in the world s biggest fairy tale smackdown

Star Trek: The Original Series: New Earth #5: Thin Air
2000-08

captain kirk and the enterprise must defend the colonists of belle terre from aliens
using biochemical warfare

Requiem
2000

with the sudden complete destruction of the uss excalibur starfleet has lost one of
its finest starships but the crew of the excalibur have lost much more their captain
and their home now as they mourn their ship and captain mackenzie calhoun first
officer elizabeth shelby and the remaining crewmen of the excalibur wait to hear
what new assignments and adventures will take them far apart from one another for
lieutenant soleta this means a painful reunion with her romulan father while zak
kebron and mark mchenry are sent undercover to investigate a series of mysterious
alien abductions on a low tech world going their separate ways throughout the alpha
quadrant the excalibur s survivors must face their diverse challenges and dangers on
their own the ship may be history but the adventure continues

Dark Mirror
1994-11

this adventure reveals the crew members of the starship enterprise in mortal combat
against the most savage enemy they have ever encountered themselves set in the 24th
century a mirror image of the world is populated by nightmare duplicates of the
celebrated crew

Star Trek: The Original Series: Rihannsu #3: Swordhunt
2001-12-03

an electrifying thriller from bestselling author diane duane set in the star trek
the original series universe the sword was the ultimate symbol of romulan power
tradition and pride it lay in the senate chamber of the romulan star empire revered
and untouched for centuries until the day dr leonard mccoy was tried for treason and
both were stolen during a daring attack on romulus itself now to avenge that insult
and save face in the eyes of their deadly enemies the empire must recover the sword
at any cost their envoys to the federation demand the return of the sword and the
extradition of the romulan renegades who aided the starship enterprise in mccoy s
escape if diplomacy fails the romulans will trap the klingons and the federation in
open war in such dangerous times the starship enterprise is assigned the most



valuable and volatile element of all the fugitive ael her stolen bird of prey
bloodwing and the sword they carry ael will undoubtedly attempt to use ship and
sword to foil her enemies and play her hand in the dangerous game that she s begun
but she will do it all under the watchful eyes of james t kirk the federation
starship captain who knows her dangerously well

My Enemy, My Ally
2012-12-11

ael t rlailiiu is a noble and dangerous romulan commander but when the romulans
kidnap vulcans to genetically harness their mind power ael decides on treason
captain kirk her old enemy joins her in a secret pact to destroy the research
laboratory and free the captive vulcans when the romulans discover their plan the
neutral zone seethes with schemes and counter schemes sabotage and war

Stealing the Elf-King's Roses
2008-12-21

in an alternate world los angeles prosecutor psychic lee enfield and her partner
gelert investigate the murder of an elf they soon reveal a deadly network of ties
among organized crime multinational corporations and planetary governments of the
seven worlds all working together on the ethnic cleansing of elves from the
alternate world of alfheim

Marvel classic novels - Spider-Man: The Venom Factor
Omnibus
2020-03-17

rediscover the classic spider man venom trilogy by diane duane now as a brand new
omnibus collecting all three novels this triple threat gives spider man the fight of
his life collecting all three of diane duane s fan favorite spider man novels in a
brand new omnibus featuring the venom factor the lizard sanction and the octopus
agenda venom is out of control seemingly murdering one of the innocents he swore to
protect has venom lost his mind or is there another suspect the lizard is rampaging
through the everglades in search of a cure while spider man tries to stop him
causing any more destruction venom appears hell bent on killing the lizard what do
these two have in common and does it have something to do with the mysterious group
of mercenaries in the area doctor octopus is stockpiling nuclear bombs and has
masterminded a plan to rain havoc down across the globe spider man and venom must
put aside their differences and team up to defeat doc ock before he devastates the
planet

Dwellers in the Crucible
2000-09-22

dwellers in the crucible warrantors of peace the federation s daring experiment to
prevent war among its members each warrantor man or woman is hostage for the
government of his native world and is instantly killed if that world breaks the
peace now romulans have kidnapped six warrantors to foment political chaos and then
civil war within the federation captain kirk must send sulu to infiltrate romulan
territory find the hostages and bring them back alive before the federation self



destructs

Time For Yesterday
2000-09-22

time for yesterday time in the galaxy has stopped running its normal course that can
only mean one thing the guardian of forever is malfunctioning to save the universe
starfleet command reunites three of its most legendary figures admiral james t kirk
spock of vulcan and dr leonard mccoy and sends them on a desperate mission to
contact the guardian a journey that ultimately takes them 5 000 years into the past
they must find spock s son zar once again and bring him back to their time to
telepathically communicate the guardian but zar is enmeshed in troubles of his own
and soon kirk spock and mccoy find themselves in a desperate struggle to save both
their world and his

Devil's Heart
2012-12-11

the devil s heart a legendary object of unsurpassed power and mystery worlds that
believe in magic consider it darkness s mightiest talisman worlds of science
consider it a lost artifact of some ancient and forgotten race some say the heart
enables its possessor to control people s minds and to amass wealth enough for a
dozen lifetimes while others thing it capable of raising the dead perhaps even
changing the flow of time itself but to all the location of this fabled object has
remained a mystery until now an isolated archaeological outpost has suddenly stopped
responding to repeated requests for information sent to discover why the u s s
enterprise crew finds a devastated outpost and a dying scientist whose last worlds
fall on disbelieving ears the devil s heart has been found now as the quest for the
heart unfolds captain jean luc picard discovers the awful truth behind all the
legends and age old secrets whoever holds the devil s heart possesses power beyond
imagining

Crisis on Centaurus
2000-09-22

massive computer malfunctions are plaguing the enterprise when kirk suddenly
receives a shocking message from star fleet command centaurus has been bombed and
annihilated thousands are dead give whatever help you can centaurus is a beautiful
peaceful planet home to many humans including mccoy s daughter joanna the crew risks
beaming down to investigate but kirk is thrown into a deadly struggle between
violent enemy terrorists and vengeful centaurians now lt uhura left alone in command
must jeopardize the cripple enterprise to save centaurus kirk and joanna mccoy

Mutiny on the Enterprise
2000-09-22

mutiny on the enterprise the ship is crippled in orbit around a dangerous living
breathing planet and a desperate peace mission to the orion arm is stalled kirk has
never needed his crew more but a lithe alien women is casting a spell of pacifism
and now mutiny over the crew suddenly captain kirk s journey for peace has turned
into terrifying war to retake command of his ship



A Stitch in Time
2000-05-01

an unique and intense tale following elim garak as he attempts to stitch the ravaged
society of cardassia back together for nearly a decade garak has longed for just one
thing to go home exiled on a space station surrounded by aliens who loathe and
distrust him going back to cardassia has been garak s one dream now finally he is
home but home is a world whose landscape is filled with death and destruction
desperation and dust are constant companions and luxury is a glass of clean water
and a warm place to sleep ironically it is a letter from one of the aliens on that
space station dr julian bashir that inspires garak to look at the fabric of his life
elim garak has been a student a gardener a spy an exile a tailor even a liberator it
is a life that was charted by the forces of cardassian society with very little
understanding of the person and even less compassion but it is the tailor that
understands who elim garak was and what he could be it is the tailor who sees the
ruined fabric of cardassia and who knows how to bring this ravaged society back
together this is strange because a tailor is the one thing garak never wanted to be
but it is the tailor whom both cardassia and elim garak need it is the tailor who
can put the pieces together who can take a stitch in time

Corona
2000-09-22

corona an awesome sentinent force of protostars corona has taken control of a
stranded team of vulcan scientists the u s s enterprise has come on a rescue mission
with a female reporter and a new computer that can override kirk s command suddenly
the rescuers must save themselves and the entire universe before corona unleashes a
big bang

Possession
2012-12-11

eighty years ago bodiless entities brought a plague of violence and bloodshed to the
planet vulcan the nightmare ended only when the entities were trapped inside special
containers now on the eve of a galaxy scale scientific exposition the containers
have been opened freeing the malevolent entities to possess the minds and bodies of
all they encounter including the crew of the starship enterprise friends turn into
foes and no one can be trusted as captain picard faces a deadly and insidious threat
unless the entities can be stopped once more they will spread their madness
throughout the entire federation

Crossover
2012-12-11

continuing the mission he began in unification starfleet ambassador spock endeavors
to impart the logic of the vulcan way to a small band of romulans eager to unite the
romulan empire and the planet vulcan but unbeknownst to them a romulan spy has
joined the ranks disguised as a unification sympathizer deceived by this traitor
spock and his students are taken hostage fearful that spock s knowledge of
federation security will fall into enemy hands starfleet dispatches its best ship
the u s s enterprisetm1701 d and most respected captain jean luc picard to secure
the hostages release spock s former shipmate from the original starship enterprisetm



ambassador mccoy over one hundred forty years old but still as feisty as ever is
brought in to consult on the negotiations their situation is further complicated
when captain montgomery scott confiscates an out of service starship and effects his
own daring rescue of spock picard must now find a way to preserve the federation s
security and prevent a war while treading a mindfield of danger and deadly romulan
politics that threaten his ship his crew and the federation he serves

The Klingon Gambit
2000-05-23

the klingons are hungry for war their target the enterprise when captain kirk and
his crew are ordered to alnath 11 to challenge the deadliest klingon starship terror
they re ready for anything or so they think but the defenseless vulcan crew of a
federation science ship has been wiped out the remaining members of the alnath ii
mission have discovered a fabulous ancient city but their report doesn t make sense
the klingon battle cruiser has the enterprise in its sights and is ready to destroy
it but captain kirk can t seem to make decisions spock has started to throw temper
tantrums and chekov has disobeyed vital orders the crew of the enterprise are losing
their minds one by one all victims of the klingon gambit

Star Trek
2000-05-23

celebrate the 40th anniversary of star trek the motion picture with this classic
movie novelization written by legendary star trek creator gene roddenberry the
original five year mission of the starship enterprise to explore strange new worlds
and to seek out new life and new civilizations has ended now james t kirk spock dr
mccoy and the rest of the crew of the enterprise have separated to follow their own
career paths and different lives but now an overwhelming alien threat one that is
ignoring all attempts at communication and annihilating all opposition in its path
is on a collision course with earth the very heart of the united federation of
planets and the only vessel that starfleet can send in time to intercept this menace
is a refitted enterprise with her old crew heeding the call to once again boldly go
where no one has gone before

Bloodthirst
2000-09-22

a class one medical emergency summons the enterprise to the federation outpost tanis
there a grisly surprise awaits them two of the lab s three researchers are decade
their bodies almost entirely drained of blood there are no clues no records of their
research no remnants of their work there is only the oupost s sole survivor dr
jeffrey adams a man with a secret that will rock the very foundtions of star fleet
and a terrible all consuming hunger that will bring death to the crew of the
starship enterprise

Into The Nebula
2012-12-11

while exploring an unknown region of space the u s s enterprise encounters a strange
nebular dust upon further investigation they discover a planet called krantin on
which the plant and animal life as well as the civilization are dying a series of



explosions and a ship that simply disappears into thin air lead the crew to believe
another group is causing the devastation of the planet the leader of the planet s
society however is wary of trusting the starship enterprise crewmembers and has the
away team arrested with time running out data must find a way to save his crewmates
or watch as two worlds are destroyed

Avatar: Book One
2001-07-25

return to the edge of the final frontier in the aftermath of a war that brought the
alpha quadrant to the brink of destruction starbase deep space 9 the galaxy s nexus
of scientific and military intrigue is once more the flashpoint of impending
armageddon as a surprise attack cripples the station killing hundreds and
threatening the fragile new peace colonel kira nerys and the survivors together with
several controversial new officers are all who stand against the outbreak of a new
war and a terrible doom tied to the unborn child of captain benjamin sisko elsewhere
captain jean luc picard and the crew of the starship enterprise make a startling
discovery one that will affect the destiny of an entire civilization and forever
change the lives of those aboard deep space 9 a bold new beginning for one of the
most compelling star trek sagas of all

Maximum Warp
2001

captain picard must decide whether to sacrifice a world in order to save the galaxy

Vulcan's Forge
1998-03

after the death of captain james t kirk the crew must find a way to go on without
their long time leader captain spock still stung by the loss of his friend is forced
to action when an enemy from his past resurfaces with a plan that may destroy a
world to save a planet spock must contemplate the most difficult choice of his life
and make the toughest decision of his starfleet career

The Fearful Summons
2000-09-22

when captain sulu and his crew are kidnapped it s up to captain kirk to rescue them
in this star trek adventure set during the original series era captain sulu of the u
s s excelsior and his crew are kidnapped when federation conducted negotiations come
to a standstill captain james kirk and the former officers of the u s s enterprise
reunite to rescue their old comrade the officers learn carrying out their mission
could prove difficult when they encounter the kidnappers a greedy little known race
called the thraxians who believe their way is the only way now the thraxians are
demanding super powerful weapons in exchange for the hostages with no other
alternatives kirk is forced to consider giving in to the thraxians to save the
excelsior crew a decision that could save a few but endanger the lives of an entire
star system



Foreign Foes
2012-12-11

the hidran race and the klingon empire have been at each other s throats for seventy
years and captain jean luc picard has been asked to do the near impossible take the
u s s enterprise to the planet velex to mediate a treaty that will end the conflict
between these two aggressive species things get off to a rocky start then turn
deadly as the hidran ambassador mysteriously dies and kills a klingon delegate as a
last act of vengence when lt worf is charged with the ambassador s assassinaton and
commander riker and counselor troi are trapped far below the surface of the planet
captain picard must not only act to save the hidranas and klingons from each other
but to save his klingon officer from a hideous death sentence

Warchild
2000-09-22

a message left behind by the kai opaka gives commander benjamin sisko a fateful
mission find a young bajoran girl destined to be a great healer who could bring
together the warring factions of bajor while lt dax tries to find the healer dr
bashir goes planetside to treat a rare disease that is killing the children in bajor
s resettlement camps surrounded by thousands of dying children bashir goes a w o l
from deep space nine tm vowing not to return until the plague has been stopped but
by the time dax finds the girl from the kai s prophecy the child has fallen victim
to the plague now with the fate of the entire planet at stake commander sisko must
find dr bashir in time to save the child who may be bajor s last chance for peace

Vendetta
2000-09-22

the borg half organic being and half machine they are the most feared race in the
known galaxy in their relentless quest for technological perfection they have
destroyed entire star systems enslaved countless peoples and in a single brutal
attack decimated starfleet s mightiest vesels only a final desperate gambit by
captain picard and the u s s enterprise crew stopped the borg from conquering the
entire federation and now they have returned vendetta in the bestselling tradition
of metamorphosis and the lost years here is the newest star trek giant novel a story
of vengeance and obsession answering a distress call from a planet under attack by
the borg the u s s enterprise crew meets delcara the lone survivor of an alien race
the borg obliterated blinded by hatred delcara seeks the ultimate revenge the
complete destruction of her race s executioners but the u s s enterprise crew learns
that delcara s vengeance carries a terrible price for once unleashed the destructive
force she commands will annihilate not only the borg but countess innocents as well

Gemworld Book Two
2012-12-11

to save the dying gemworld and free the enterprise from the lethal grip of the
singularity which has trapped it there picard and his crew must disable the
artifical shell which holds the planet s atmostphere intact but to safeguard the
shell since the planet could not survive without it it cannot be shut down without
six clearance keys one key is in the possession of each of the planet s distinct and
often reclusive species and travel on the crumbling disintegrating surface is nearly



impossible a religious sect views the shell as a holy object and will stop picard
from tampering with it at any cost and when all the keys are gathered and a
mysterious murder is solved the responsible party is discovered to be the planet
itelf

Belle Terre
2012-12-11

at last the long awaited novel featuring both famous crews of the starship
enterprisein an epic adventure that spans time and space captain kirk and the crew
of the u s s enterprisencc 1701 are faced with their most challenging mission yet
rescuing renowned scientist zefram cochrane from captors who want to use his skills
to conquer the galaxy meanwhile ninety nine years in the future on the u s s
enterprisencc 1701 d picard must rescue an important and mysterious person whose
safety is vital to the survival of the federation as the two crews struggle to
fulfill their missions destiny draws them closer together until past and future
merge and the fate of each of the two legendary starships rests in the hands of the
other vessel

Klingon
2012-12-11

the klingon empire remains the federation s most fearsome and uneasy ally but can
any human fully understand the heart and soul of a true klingon warrior during
crucial negotiations on deep space nine gowron leader of the klingon high council
tests human understanding of the klingon way by sharing the powerful story of one
warrior s quest for honor pok is a young klingon caught up in the dangerous
complexities of clan politics when his father is murdered in his own home on the day
of pok s rite of ascension pok must find the assassin and close the circle of
vengeance but as he searches for the truth amidst strange aliens and treacherous
friends pok discovers that every day can be a good day to die and that only his own
warrior s training stands between him and the business end of d k tahgknife

Siege
2012-12-11

deep space ninetmis forced to curtail entry to the wormhole due to increased
graviton emissions and an air of biting tension settles over the station this
anxiety leads to the murder of an edeman religious leader commander benjamin sisko
and security chief odo realize they face a larger problem soon sisko and odo have
more lifeless bodies on their hands and a killer who strikes without motive then
both the edemans and cardassians arrive threatening to destroy the station unless
the murderer is given to them for retribution in order to save deep space nineand
stop the killing odo must try to destroy a powerful assassin who is the only link to
his mysterious past

Wizard's Holiday
2005-06

nita s little sister dairine signs her up for a wizardly cultural exchange program
sending nita and her partner kit halfway across the galaxy but nothing about
wizardry not even vacation is simple enough
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